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President’s Report
As the racing season is now well underway, it is probably
time to mention driving standards. We don't race for a
National Championship.

Respect for competitors and our cars. One small
"incident" can, and usually does, cost more than we
spend on the entry, tyres, wear and tear etc for the
entire meeting. And this is wiped out in 5 seconds of red
mist. We had a number of incidents at Wakefield and
from the reports received from competitors and also
John Leffler, over driving was the apparent factor. We
aren't here for "win at all costs " motor racing, simply to
enjoy our racing, not the after event heated discussions
and recriminations brought on by aggressive driving.

A good field of approx. 30 cars again proved our support
for the HSRCA. At the other end of the spectrum though,
a number of members have asked why is the entry fee
for the May meeting 20% higher compared to MCM for
example.

Vince Macri has his new weapon well underway and the
spies have seen the car at Burkie’s getting the new cage
installed. Work of art!

Chris Gabriel has done the hard yards in helping with
sponsorship for MCM and it is a relief to have
commitment so early in the year. We will be having the
MCM dinner and presentation again on the Saturday at
Eastern Creek Tavern. The area will be rearranged to
allow more bodies with breathing room. As the
comments regarding the food and service last year were
positive, and given how difficult and expensive it is to do
anything at SMSP, the choice of venue was easy.

The Dave and Troy Bathurst festival is shaping up to be
another great event and for those competitors that
haven't been there before, don't worry about the
Bathurst myth... the Mountain doesn't bite everybody,
but it certainly helps if you are on top as far as
preparation and attitude go.

Julie and Phil Williams will be looking after our
merchandise sales at all the SMSP meetings.  Ray Dean
has donated his Gazebo and racking for shirts etc.,  as
well as looking after the club trailer and storing all the
club shirts and merchandise. Go Ray!

Julie has booked us a garage for Shannons Classic in
August so we will have merchandise in the garage and 6
cars outside in the same area. At MCM we will have a
marquee that will double up for sales and the Sunday
function the same as last year.

The Historic Commission teleconference should have
been conducted by the time you read this so it will be
interesting to see the outcomes.

A big thanks to Marilyn Taylor...and Phill for the BBQ at
Wakefield. Apologies for the lack of trophies, there was
obviously a lack of communication. These will be sent
out in the post to those we can and others at the club
meeting.

Enjoy your racing.

Marc Ducquet

Car Shows

8-9 March Top Gear Festival
28-30 March Powercruise
17 August Council of Motor Clubs Shannon’s

Sydney Classic
Car Race Meetings

12-13 April Ferrari Racing Days Sydney
3-4 May Sydney Retro Speedfest
17-18 May NSW Motor Race Championship
8 June Festival of Sporting Cars  (FoSC)
21-22 June NSW Motor Race Championship
12-13 July Shannon’s National Racing Series
26-27 July NSW Motor Race Championship
3 Aug. Festival of Sporting Cars (FoSC)
23-24 Aug. V8 Supercars
6-7 Sept. Muscle Car Masters
17-18 Oct. World Time Attack
25-26 Oct. NSW Motor Race Championship
1-2 Nov. Shannon’s National Racing Series
16 Nov. Festival of Sporting Cars (FoSC)
29-30 Nov. Historic Sports Racing Car Association

(HSRCA)

2014 MAJOR EVENTS & RACE
MEETINGS AT SMSP
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ADVERTISE IN ACTION-LINE FOR 12 MONTHS
¼ PAGE  =  $125;  ½ PAGE  =  $225 ;  FULL PAGE  =  $450

Contact : Julie Williams at hollymist@bigpond.com

February General Meeting Minutes
Next General Meeting, Tuesday 11th March 2014 at

Eastern Creek Tavern.

Minutes General Meeting 11th February 2014
The meeting commenced at: 8:00 pm.
Attendance: As per Attendance Book.
Apologies: T. Thompson, D. Truelove,  D. Roberts,

D. Wheatley, S. Travica, G. Toepfer, C. Worner,
D. Stone, W. Rogerson.

New Members: Nil Visitors: Nil
November Minutes:     As published in Action-Line
Acc: C. Dubois 2nd: N. Roberts
Carried
Business Arising: Addressed in General Business.
President’s Report: New raffle launched
Secretary’s Report / Correspondence/ Magazine:  J. Williams
 85 members have renewed.
 72 emails in 61 out, most to and from club members.
 Pit Stop Raffle tickets ready to me mailed out.
 CAMS renewal paid.
 Brochures from a motor sport supplier.
 Garage booked and 8 tickets for SSC have been bought.

The club will cover cost of tickets.
Treasurer’s Report:  C. Gabriel:
Cheque Account: $6,629
On-line Saver: $2,221
Total: $8,850
HSRCA: D. Roberts (Apology)
Re the Sydney Retro Speed Fest (replaces Tasman Revival) on
3 & 4 May,  M. Ducquet spoke of rumours stating that the entry
fee is $750.  The entry Fee is $375.
Eligibility: V. Macri
 The Valiant Oil Pump submission is making some progress.
 There are rumours out of Queensland that the Maximum  50

wheel angle is being re-energised.   VM stated it would be
difficult to police.

 The EO signed off on a Corvair.
 M. Ducquet advised the meeting that, at the last

committee meeting,  W. Rogerson commented that he
was not happy about the attitude of the  Historic
Production Based Eligibility Committee (HPBEC) with regard
to their discrimination regarding the Mazda RX2, stating
that they are the only car which has to run the original
manifold or carburettor.  The committee feels that the club
should support W. Rogerson in this matter.   A discussion
took place around this issue.

AHTCA: M. Ducquet
 There has been some email traffic regarding CAMS

statement that a submission out of Queensland by a non-
car club member did not eventuate.

 Bruce Richards has resigned as Chairman of HPBEC.  A
replacement has yet to be found.   V. Macri has ‘put his
hand’ up to take on the role.

CAMS /CMC/ ARDC: T. Thompson (Apology)
 J. Williams advised the meeting that the Monaro Club has

applied to join Council.  It is expected that an interview
with the CMC Committee will take place in March with a
vote to be taken at the May meeting.

 The CMC is moving their meeting venue to the Greyhounds
Social Club at Yagoona, following a take over of the
Magpie Sports Club, their current venue

A comment was made that T. Thompson is to be commended
for assisting with making more test days available to drivers at
SMP .
General Business:
 M. Ducquet moved that the Club should put V. Macri

forward for the role of Chairman of HPBEC, recently
vacated by Bruce Richards. A vote was taken with all
members agreeing to the proposal.

 MCM 2014: M. Ducquet advised the meeting that the
proposed joint Cooper S and Mustang race, will not take
place.   There will be a Cooper S race only, consisting of 4
laps.

 The Triple Track Format will go ahead.  TCM have pulled
out of the event.  There will be Trans Ams, HQ Holdens,
Formula 5, Groups A&C, Group N; Group S.

 There was a comment that maybe the MCM is losing
momentum.  R. Berghouse of Chevron Publishing have also
expressed concerns about the direction MCM is heading.

 CAMS have approved the proposal for MCM to be the
Group N Nationals.

 A discussion took place about what can be done to
improve the event.

 M. Ducquet initiated a discussion around the venue
regarding the MCM presentation function.  It was decided
to remain at the Eastern Creek Tavern again this year.

 M. Ducquet asked the members if they are happy with the
current trophies.

 The meeting was in agreement that  the glasses currently
in stock should be used.

 M. Ducquet proposed to the meeting that uncollected
trophies for normal race meetings should be recycled.  The
meeting agreed to this proposal.

 M. Ducquet called for comments from the floor regarding
problems trailer parking at last year’s MCM.  Comments
were as follows:
 Parking is too far away and not big enough.
 It was better when parking was near Turn 3.
 Officials weren’t policing pedestrians walking along the

road.
 Unable to access trailer when required during the

event.
 Competitors need access to their trailers as needed.

 M. Ducquet stated he would propose Group N trailers be
allowed to remain with their cars on the Skid Pan.
Comments will be passed on to the ARDC.

 C. Collett asked about Historic Plates.  M. Duquet advised
that a Club Registrar would be required.  J. Williams
advised the meeting to check the CMC website for more
details.  JW & MD  explained the process and rules
governing HCRS.

Raffle.
Meeting closed at   9:00
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2014 Pointscore
Points are awarded to financial members
only, and cover the three categories, Na,
Nb, Nc.  Your best six results will determine
the final outcome.  Class placings (as per
CAMS Manual) are awarded points as
follows;

1. Outright results count as 6+ starters (1st,
2nd, 3rd )

2. Points are divided by the number of
scratch races held at each meeting.

3. 3 Points are allocated for entering and
participating in a meeting

4. 1 bonus point is allocated for the fastest
lap in each class over the entire meeting.

5. Members flagging at a pointscore round
are allocated 10 points per day, subject
to a maximum of 20 points

6. Written notification must be received by
Chris Dubois. (or at a club meeting).
chris@dubois.net.au

Class 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

6+ starters 18 15 12 9 6 3

5 starters 17 14 11 8 5

4 starters 15 12 9 6

3 starters 13 10 7

2 starters 11 8

1 starter 9

Historic Touring Car Association

of NSW Inc

2014    Top 10 Overall Leaders

2014 Nc2014 Nb

John Battersby 28

Paul Battersby 27.5

Brian Titheradge 27.25

Phill Taylor 24.75

Max Ullrich 22

Graham Russell 21.25

Ray Dean 13.5

Colin Tierney 13

Martin Macri 12

Bob Munday 11.75

David Wheatley 11.25

Alex  D`Onofrio 10.5

Brian Jessop 10.5

Steve Beazley 10

David Gray 9

Chris Strode 8.5

Bill  McGuire 6.25

David Roberts 6

Chris Collett 3

John Wright 44

Wayne Rogerson 33

Rod Wallace 26.25

Warren Wright 23.25

Bill Attard 22

Michael Anderson 22

Chris O`Brien 19.75

Paul  Tierney 17.25

Matt Sullivan 16.5

Allan Mayne 15.75

Steve Land 15

Harvey Felton 14.25

Michael Bevan 14.25

Mark Lenstra 13

Alexander Bland 12.75

Laurie Donaher 12

David Flood 9.75

Jason  Foley 9.75

Santo Di Carlo 9.75

Craig Robertson 8.5

Cameron Worner 6.25

Steve Shepard 6

Vince Harmer 6

Jared Cox 4.5

Vince  Macri 4

Noel Roberts 3

John Wright 44

Wayne Rogerson 33

John Battersby 28
Paul Battersby 27.5

Brian Titheradge 27.25

Rod Wallace 26.25

Phill Taylor 24.75

Warren Wright 23.25

Michael Anderson 22

Bill Attard 22

Max Ullrich 22

Graham Russell 21.25

1

2

3
4
5

6

7

8

9

9

9

10
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Race # Name
1 Club Champion
2 Michael Kennedy

3 Dominic Truelove
4 John Gilfillan
5 Alan Lewis
6 Ross Muller
7 John Predl
8 Lionel Walker
9 Daniel Kennedy

10 Michael Terry
11 Michael Anderson
12 Andrew Bergan
13 Graham Russell
14 Mark Lenstra

15 Jason Foley
16 Stewart Follows

17 Steve Travica
18 Allan Reid
19 John Sorraghan

20 David Roberts
21 Colin Higgins

22 Peter Ward
23 Max Ullrich

24 Bruce Smith
25 Mark Le Vaillant
26 Chris O'Brien
27 Peter O'Brien

28 Brad Tilley
29 Jason Humble

30 Daniel Homann
31 Craig Stephenson

32 Bill Callan
33 Alexander Bland
34 Brian Jessop

35 Grahame Hill
36 Paul Truelove
37 Ralph Clarke

38 John Lockyer
39 Chris Dubois
40 Chris Collett
41 Jerry Lenstra
42 Robert Ingram

43 Steven Thomas
44 Vince Harmer

45 Darryl Heydon
46 Robert Nicol

47 John Dyer
48 Noel Roberts
49 Ken Brigden
50 Rod Brincat

51 Chris Stewart
52 Geoff Rose

53 Craig Stephenson
54 Robert Owers

55 Phil Ward
56 Chris Strode
57 John Dowsett
58 Steve Pitman

59 Alex D'Onofrio
60 Cameron Tilley

61 David Wheatley
62 Chris Collett

63 Ken McGann
64 John Tight

65 Benjamin Tebbutt
66 Michael Kennedy
67 Mark Broadhead

68 Trevor Hutchins
69 Daniel Cotterill

Race # Name
70 Wayne Rogerson
71 Ian Sawtell

72 Phillip Barrow
73 Trent Ducquet

74 Dick Bryant
75 Ross Donnelly

76 David Stone
77 Harvey Felton

78 Ian Wilks
79 Cameron Schofield

80 Steve Land
81 Bruce Stewart
82 Cameron Worner

83 Greig Malaure
84 Graham Russell

85 Bruce Walker
86 Santino DiCarlo
87 Phil Taylor

88 Greg Toepfer
89 John Harrison

90 Ray Bailey
91 Steve Burke
92 Stephen Shepard
93 John Burke
94 Jared Cox
95 Adam John
96 Adam John
97 Harry Bargwanna

98 Daniel Sugden
99 Phil Taylor

100 Paul Palmer
101 Vince Macri
102 Martin Macri

103 Dean Neville
104 Robert Hayden
105 Robert Hayden
106 Bronte Michael

107 Kerry Hughes

109 Mathew Windsor
110 David Noakes

112 John Shuttle
113 Alan Mayne

114 Darren Burnes
115 Andrew Broderick

116 Greg Schwenke
117 Richard Huer

118 Brian Titheradge
119 Chris Gabriel

120 Laura Kennedy
121 Ray Dean
122 Tony Land

123 Wayne Potts
124 Bob Boulter

125 Bill Meeke
126 Neil Marks
127 Aaron Gabriel

128 Peter Mackay
129 Aaron Tebb
130 Vacant

131 Craig Robertson
132 Bob Munday
133 Bill Attard

134 John Predl

111 Allan Burke

108 Michael Anderson

135 Dave Probin
136 Phillip Haynes
137 Chris Collett

138 Dennis O’Brien

Race # Name
139 Lynn Brown
140 Mark Lenstra
141 Brad Harris
142 James Goldsborough

143 Ray Dean
144 Geoff King
145 Paul Cameron

146 Paul Tierney
147 Nathan Swain

148 Mark Oberg
149 Peter Mouser
150 Ray Dean
151 Frazer Roberts

152 Scott Fleming
153 Trent Ducquet

154 Rod Wallace
155 Santino DiCarlo

156 Ryan Strode
157 Warren Wright
158 Stephen Taite

159 Laurie Donaher
160 Brett Hobson

161 Colin Simpson
162 Craig Smith

163 Mark Oberg
164 Ian Johnson
165 Mark Oberg
168 Max Hutchins
169 Tom Amos

170 Paul Knott
171 Greg Meredith

172 Warren Gay
174 Garnet Patterson

177 Brian Wassell
178 Ken Lee

179 Barry Jessop
181 David Gray
183 Colin Tierney
185 John Wright

186 Michael Cooke
188 Danny Berry

189 Ben Wilkinson
190 Ken Ballantyne
191 Graeme Hart
192 Bill McGuire

195 Thomas Dyer
197 Michael Collins

199 Dave Flood
200 Bruce Whitford
202 Greg Luca
222 Keith Croft

224 Vacant
225 Vacant

270 John Battersby
271 Paul Battersby
276 Bill Magoffin

279 Alf Bargwanna
283 Greg Tkacz

295 Spencer Rice
308 Tom Mott

316 Stephen Beazley
333 Troy Williams
350 Brian Potts
351 Robert Nicol

411 Rod Stait
427 Marc Ducquet
777 Fred Brain
888 Joe Dominello
971 Ian Johnson

Race Numbers  10th March  2014 (Numbers to the right of column denote paid memberships).
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Race Calendar 2014

2014

Round Date Month Venue Promoter Event Type Notes

Round 3 5 & 6 April WP FoSC 2-day 3rd pointscore round for 2014

Round 4 3 & 4 May SMP
ARDC/
HSRCA

2-Day
Replaces Tasman 4

th pointscore round for 2014

Round 5 8 June SMP FoSC 1-Day 5th pointscore round for 2014

Round 6 3 August SMP FoSC 1-Day 6th pointscore round for 2014

Round 7 6 & 7 September SMP ARDC 2-Day
Muscle Car Masters

7th pointscore round for 2014

27 & 28 September WP HSRCA 2-Day Non pointscore round.

Round 8 16 November SMP FoSC 1-Day 1st pointscore round for 2015

29 & 30 November SMP HSRCA 2-Day Non pointscore round.

Points are awarded to financial members only, and cover all categories, Na/Nb and Nc.

Your best six results will determine your final score.
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Following incidents at the
recent FoSC Wakefield Park
event, the Committee feels
that it is necessary to remind
members of the Drivers Code
of Conduct and the Driving
Standards Code, by which

we are all governed.
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Let’s provide you with the details of how this idea evolved
and how it is planned to happen.

2014 will be the tenth MCM and the ARDC wants to
celebrate this fantastically successful event with something
different.

The idea of using three of the five variations of track
layouts within Sydney Motor Sport Park came out of a
Board meeting where many ideas where put forward.

The Board is well aware of some dislike for the extended or
Brabham circuit amongst a few categories. These are
mainly the Historic open wheeler groups such as Formula
5000 and early Formula Fords. They have issues with their
Hewland and other types of transaxle gearboxes. They
have the “luxury” of being able to select different ratios
but most historic touring cars do not.

In recent times the Brabham circuit has provided some
excellent close races. Particular mention has been made
by many, many folks who watched the 2012 Muscle Car
Masters about the battle between the Mini and the
Mustang. Good David and Goliath stuff reminiscent of
racing back in the 60s when Foley and Manton hassled
Beechey, Jane and Geoghegan around Warwick Farm. A
track which had several tight, twisty bits similar to the
Brabham circuit we now have at SMSP. The undulations of
the extension section in the Brabham track also remind
many of the Amaroo track, hence the South track has
been named after it.

So, making use of three track layouts over the MCM
weekend in September should be a great opportunity for
drivers to test themselves at adjusting to subtle changes as
the weekend progresses.

The North Circuit, as it is known, will be the starter on
Saturday. This 2.817 klm track has eight corners and six of
those are part of the original circuit. The other two
comprise the left /right switchback as you fly past the back
of the pit area. A high speed approach coming down the
hill from turn 3 needs you to go to the right side of the track
instead of your normal approach to turn 4 on the left side.
You then line up the apex which is right at the entry to the
back gate you normally return by at the end of races.
Then up and over the hump which has you getting some
air as you turn right to head for the inside kerb on the exit
of turn 15 (the old turn 9 hairpin). The circuit has a very high
average speed. In fact, we think it could be the highest for
a permanent circuit in Australia. Not many of you have
tried the circuit we think, so please enjoy the opportunity
to give it a go and see what you think. Close to three klms
and eight corners is a bigger circuit than many tracks
around Australia so it is not a small one as some people
seem to suggest. You are far more visible to spectators in
the grandstand and they will love the chance to see you
in action more often. Note that there are no lap records
for the categories running at MCM on the North track as
yet. So you could get your name in the record books.

Triple Tracks
Triple the Fun

Triple the Challenge.

The original 3.93 klm circuit, now known as the Gardner GP,
needs no introduction to most of you and it will be a very
familiar feeling on Sunday morning. The interesting things
to consider are the new fastest times set this year. A
Mitsubishi EVO did a 1.24.8 at World Time Attack and Mark
Webber sent the Red Bull F1 around in 1.13.6 at Top Gear
Festival Sydney. Now there is a challenge for you.

The 4.56 klm Brabham circuit is basically an extension of
the Gardner GP with six extra corners to give you some
twists and turns as you rise up the hill to Panorama and
then drop down into the “bowl” at turn 11; a very exciting
track with some really interesting corners to test your skills
on.

The concept of three tracks over the weekend should
have no problems with approval from CAMS as they have
stated that they want to help the ARDC achieve this aim.
There will be no use of the South or Amaroo track on
Saturday when the North track is in use. The roll out Armco
barriers only have to be put in place when there are two
tracks functioning at the same time. That is not happening
at MCM. All that has to happen with this set up will be to
alter the layout of some witches hats on Saturday night
then at midday on Sunday.

Plenty of opportunity for practice will be provided. The
usual Friday private practice sessions will be on, and they
will rotate through the three track configurations during the
day. Saturday qualifying will be on the North track and the
grids on Sunday will be based on finishing order from the
previous race.

The special event races for the birthday cars will be
organized soon and the tracks they use for those special
events will be planned to provide the maximum thrills for
drivers and spectators alike. These races will be a bonus for
drivers with those types of cars.

Officials will be pleased by this idea as well. We need less
flaggies to run the North track and Saturday is the day
when we struggle to get enough of them as some people
have real jobs. On Sunday morning the lucky ones who are
to be posted on the extension section of the Brabham
track will have the chance to wander about the pits and
check out the cars before heading to their stations at
midday. Everyone is a winner as they say.

So please, can we ask you to give this idea a try with an
open mind. Change is something most of us do not like but
in this case, we think it is for the greater good of the MCM
spectacular.

Muscle Car
Masters
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Triple Tracks, Triple the Fun,
Triple the Challenge

BRABHAM CIRCUIT 4.5km
The 4.5km Brabham circuit combines the classic Grand
Prix layout with an additional 830m of track that branches
from the southern end of the circuit.
The extensions sees competitors take the turn seven right
hander, head over a crest through turns eight and nine,
before heading downhill through turn ten. A fast run into a
hard braking area for the turn 11 hairpin sets competitors
up for a fast uphill run through the turn 12/13 complex that
rejoins the original Grand Prix layout at the entry to turn 14.
As Australia's only FIA Category Two approved circuit, this
layout offers an incredible mix of the fast flowing sections
for which Sydney Motorsport Park is famous, with some
very technical sections that will test the best of both car
and motorcycle competitors and is sure to become a
favourite.
THE GARDNER GP CIRCUIT 3.93km
The original 3.93 kilometre Grand Prix circuit was
completed in 1990, complying with FIA category two
standards and hosting a number of major international
races, including the Australian Motorcycle Grand Prix, V8
Supercars Championship and Australian rounds of the
A1GP.
The circuit was renamed the Gardner GP Circuit on
October 21, 2013. Wayne Gardner was World Motorcycle
Champion in 1987 and won 18 grands prix during his nine
years in GP 500 racing. His success was instrumental in the
NSW government building our circuit as a home for the
Australian Motorcycle Grand Prix.
The track surface is hot mix bitumen, laid in a continuous
length. at 15m wide on the main straight, the circuit
narrows to 12m as it flows through the landscaped hills.
A favourite amongst riders and drivers alike, the Gardner
GP circuit offers a variety of challenging bends, curves,
turns and straights. Offering plenty of cornering, braking
and passing opportunities, it rewards the committed.
Turn one is the fastest on the circuit, with nerves of steel
required to turn in at 200km/h.
GP NORTH 2.8km
GP North was the first new circuit for Sydney Motorsport
Park, created via the addition of a link road between turns
four and fifteen, utilising the northern half of the Grand Prix
circuit.
The link road offers a unique challenge, as racers turn left
from the entry to turn four, followed by a banked right
hander over a blind crest with a downhill entry into the exit
of turn 14.
This link has produced a fast, flowing 2.8km layout that is
serviced by the Grand Prix pit lane on the main straight.

GP SOUTH 1.8km
Running around the famous Corporate Hill, GP South
incorporates the 830m extension from turn 6 through to
turn 14.
From turn 14, competitors run down the hill towards the
turn 15 hairpin, but turn left prior to entry across a left-
right-left link road before re-entering the original circuit at
the exit of turn 4.
This has created a short, sharp, technical circuit with a
fantastic mix of corners that will test drivers and riders of
all levels, from beginner to professional.

SKIDPAN 9000m2

Sydney Motorsport Park's purpose built skid pan is the
largest of its kind in the Sydney metropolitan area.

The 9000 square metre (2.25 acre) polished cement
skidpan can be operated either dry or wet, through the
use of an automatic flooding system, with water sourced
from an onsite dam.

The skidpan can run independently of the race circuits,
and is accessible from the main pit area, even during a
race meeting.
There is a sheltered viewing area at the western end of
the pan, with air conditioned suites available nearby.
Sydney Motorsport Park's skidpan is available for:
 Driver and rider education
 Product launches
 Tyre and vehicle testing
 Photo and video shoots
 Drift Days
 Motorkhanas and much more

FIGURE 8 321m
The Sydney Motorsport Park Figure Eight is a separate
facility to the skidpan and racetrack and can be
operated independently of all other configurations.
Exercises on the smooth concrete Figure Eight are
conducted at low speed. It's twisting, off-camber bends
have been designed so that drivers can develop
cornering skills and skid/slide control.
With these characteristics, the Figure Eight is the perfect
platform for:
 Driver Training
 Product Launches
 Drift Days
 Tyre and vehicle testing
 Photo and video shoots
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Wakefield Park - The Hill

Courtesy of Throttle Jam
Photography

info@throttlejamphotography.com
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Wakefield Park - The Pits

Courtesy of Throttle Jam
Photography

info@throttlejamphotography.com

Wakefield Park - The Track
Photos Courtesy of Peter Schell
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Michael Schumacher
The Beginning
Michael Schumacher started out his racing career in the
same way as all the great drivers, in karting.  At four years
old his father built him a kart and soon after enrolled him
in the local kart club Kerpen Horrom. Michael's problem
was that in Germany the regulations stated the minimum
permissible age to obtain a kart license was 14. To get
around this he obtained a Luxembourg license
(obtainable from the age of 12). However in 1983 he
obtained his German license and the year after he won
the German Junior Kart Championship. From 1985
Schumacher drove for Eurokart dealer Adolf Neubert and
once again took the title.
In 1989 Michael signed with Willi Weber, whose team WTS
he would drive for during 1989 and 1990 in the Formula 3
Championship. Weber paid the costs for both seasons
(approximately 1 million DM). In the 1989 season Karl
Wendlinger was champion, with Michael finishing 3rd
behind Heinz-Harald Frentzen.
During 1990 and 1991 Schumacher moved into sports car
racing, instead of the more usual step up to Formula 3000.
Many managers believed this would block his progression
to Formula 1, but Weber believed that exposure to
professional press conferences and dealing with the cars
of 700bhp would be beneficial.
Formula 1
The Belgian Grand Prix of 1991 at Spa was Michael's
debut in the world's top racing series.  His lucky break
came as a result of Bertrand Gachot being imprisoned for
spraying CS gas into a London taxi driver's face.
Qualifying 7th, he unfortunately retired on the first lap
from this race with clutch failure of his Jordan-Ford.
Although Eddie Jordan wished to sign Michael to the
team, Schumacher was advised by Weber to act
cautiously, as Jordan was to use factory Yamaha power
the following year. They suspected this engine might
prove to be second class and they were proved correct.
Subsequent to this Michael moved to the Benetton team,
replacing Roberto Moreno. He competed in five more
grand prix that season with Nelson Piquet as team mate.
In 1992 Schumacher was partnered with Martin Brundle
and his first victory was 1 year after his debut at Spa.
During 1993 Ricardo Patrese partnered Michael, that
being Patrese's last year in F1. Michael's second win came
at the 1993 Portuguese GP.

disqualification and hence keep the victory he obtained.
The disqualification was a result of Michael overtaking
Damon Hill on the parade lap, a seemingly psychological
manoeuvre. In a controversial last round at the Australian
GP Michael entered leading Damon Hill by one point. On
the 36th lap Schumacher made an unbecoming mistake
and banged the wall, damaging his rear suspension.
He made it back on the track and as Damon Hill came to
pass him on the next corner , Michael turned in on the
Williams car. Hill's front suspension was badly damaged and
both cars were out of the race. Hence Michael gained the
crown.
The 1995 season was just as successful. Schumacher now
had Renault power, to match the Williams and he
dominated the season. It was marred however by several
collisions between himself and Hill. In a particularly stupid
overtaking manoeuvre Hill took them both out of the British
GP near the start of the race. Having taken 9 GP wins,
Michael finished the season to take his second
Championship.

In the 1994 season with an under powered Ford Zetec V8 he
took his first Driver's Championship, after the death of Ayrton
Senna at Imola. It came after a season of several run-ins
with the FIA and he was disqualified from the British and
Belgian Grands Prix. Michael was also put under a two race
ban during the Italian and Portuguese GP that year. The
race bans were a result of not adhering to a black flag
(driver disqualified) at Silverstone that year. Instead of
coming in, he continued on to win the race - the team had
hoped that a later appeal would overturn the
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In 1998 the McLaren's dominating the season convincingly
and Michael was the only driver to come near them to
provide a challenge. With the Ferrari improving significantly
throughput the season and being particularly faster in the
second half, Michael gained 6 wins and 5 other podiums.
With the later outlawed mini sidepod wings the Ferrari's took
an historic 1-2 at the Italian GP at Imola that year.
Michael's accident at the British GP in 1999 ended his
chances of taking the title in that year. Prior to that it
looked very probable that he would take it. Looking back
on the season and the relative performances of McLaren
and Ferrari it seems likely he would have done so. The fact
that Irvine was so close to Hakkinen in the championship at
the end, surely indicates that Schumacher would have had
it wrapped up long before, had he been able to compete.
However he returned to drive the second two races of the
season and astounded the paddock with his speed,
leaving the pack behind. Excuses from drivers such as
Coulthard and Irvine included that he'd had a nice rest at
home and they were tired out after a full season of races.
Michael regained the F1 Driver's title in 2000 and then won
it every year up to and including 2004. In 2005 and 2006 the
streak ended with the Ferrari cars' pace outdone by
Renault, whose driver Fernando Alonso took the title in both
years. Michael retired as a driver at the end for the 2006
season, as the most successful F1 driver ever. He then took
up a position as consultant to Ferrari.

Michael Schumacher
The 1996 season saw Michael move to Ferrari with a
reported salary of $30 million He stated the need for a new
challenge as his reasoning, it being to return Ferrari to the
pinnacle of motorsport. Eddie Irvine moved from Jordan to
become his team mate in the same year. The Ferrari F310
car had poor handling and it was a testament to Michael's
ability that he managed to gain three wins. One of his
wins, at the Spanish GP of that year was a wet race and is
regarded as one of the best drives ever. His method of
attaining time from the car resulted in somewhat
flamboyant and uncharacteristic driving, with oversteering
et al. With a lack of competitors Hill finally managed to
take the world championship.
With Damon Hill being dumped from Williams in 1997,
Michael's main rival became former CART champion
Jacques Villeneuve. The Ferrari was more reliable and a
somewhat less than spectacular early season for
Villeneuve allowed Michael to provide a challenge. He
took 5 GP wins and at the last race of the season Michael
was ahead in the championship by just one point. Mid way
through leading the race in Jerez, Schumacher's lap times
began to drop off and concern was raised about the
condition of his car. As Villeneuve came to pass on a
corner, Michael turned in on him. His wheel banged the
Canadian's sidepod but the Williams seemed undamaged.
Michael wound up in a gravel trap and was out of the
race, with Villeneuve finishing third to take the title. In a
decision by the FIA Schumacher was disqualified from the
whole of the season as punishment for his manoeuvre in
that race.
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My Bit……………………….….…by Jules

Hi Guys
I can smell Autumn in the air…………..thank goodness.
I’m over Summer.
Look like some good racing coming up this year with a
mixture of one and two-day meetings, and a mixture
of tracks.  Sounds like a bit of challenge.  I will be able
to get to Eastern Creek meetings this year and I will
have all sorts of goodies to sell for the club.
The funds raised all go back to the members eventually so, don’t forget
your wallets.
Talk to you later….. Jules

Casualty of the electronic age ?
We had a outage at my place this morning and my PC,
laptop, TV, DVD, iPad & my new surround sound music
system were all shut down.
Then I discovered that my iPhone battery was flat and
to top it off it was raining outside, so I couldn't go to
golf....
I went into the kitchen to make coffee and then I
remembered that this also needs power, so I talked with
my husband Phil for a few hours.   He seems like a really
nice person!

If you are having a reno. done you should
think about putting in one of these.
Not to worry, the left tap does the white.
I’ll send you the name of my plumber
Cheers!

My job search………...

1. My first job was working in an Orange Juice factory.
But I got canned.   Couldn't concentrate.

2. Then I worked in the woods as a Lumberjack,  But
just couldn't hack it, so they gave me the axe.

3. After that, I tried being a Tailor, but wasn't suited for
it -- mainly because it was a sew-sew job.

4. Next, I tried working in a Muffler Factory,  but that
was too exhausting.

5. Then, tried being a Chef - figured it would add a
little spice to my life, but just didn't have the thyme.

6. Next, I attempted being a Deli Worker, but any way
I sliced it.... Couldn't cut the mustard.

7. My best job was a Musician.  But eventually found I
wasn't noteworthy.

8. I studied a long time to become a Doctor  But didn't
have any patience.

9. Next, was a job in a Shoe Factory.    Tried hard but
just didn't fit in.

10. I became a Professional Fisherman.   But discovered
I couldn't live on my net income.

11. Managed to get a good job working for a Pool
Maintenance Company,  But the work was just too
draining.

12. So then I got a job in a Workout Centre. But they
said I wasn't fit for the job.

13. After many years of trying to find steady work I
finally got a job as an Historian - until I realized it had
no future.

14. My last job was working in Starbucks.   But had to
quit because it was the same old grind.

15. SO, I TRIED RETIREMENT  ….AND I FOUND I'M PERFECT
FOR THE JOB!

"Lexophile" is a word used to describe those that love using
words in rather unique ways, such as "you can tune a piano,
but you can't tuna fish", or "to write with a broken pencil is
pointless." A competition to see who can come up with the
best one is held every year.  This year's winning submission is
posted at the very end.
 When fish are in schools, they sometimes take debate.
 A thief who stole a calendar got twelve months.
 When the smog lifts in Los Angeles U.C.L.A.
 The batteries were given out free of charge.
 A dentist and a manicurist married. They fought tooth

and nail.
 A will is a dead giveaway.
 With her marriage, she got a new name and a dress.
 A boiled egg is hard to beat.
 When you've seen one shopping Centre, you've seen

a mall.
 Police were called to a day care Centre where a

three-year-old was resisting a rest.
 Did you hear about the fellow whose whole left side

was cut off? He's all right now.
 A bicycle can't stand alone; it is two tired.
 When a clock is hungry it goes back four seconds.
 The guy who fell onto an upholstery machine is now

fully recovered.
 He had a photographic memory which was never

developed.
 When she saw her first strands of gray hair she thought

she'd dye.
 Acupuncture is a jab well done. That's the point of it.
 And the cream of the wretched crop:
 Those who get too big for their pants will be exposed

in the end.

Two Irishmen were waiting at the
bus stop when a truck went past
loaded up with rolls of green turf.

Paddy said, “One day I’m gonna
do dat when I win da lottery.

“What's dat den?” asks Mick.

“Send me lawn away to be mowed."
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Hi Everyone,
A bumper programme for the Bathurst Motor Festival is once again planned, and the initial scheduling (subject to
change) has Group N finishing by lunchtime on Sunday (Practice and Qual on Fri, 2 races Sat, one race Sunday midday),
which is great news. Fingers crossed this is the final timetable for our races, as a single race Sunday is a great format.
The track surfacing continues, and our Bathurst locals confirm the surface looks smooth and fast! Maybe some group N
lap records are possible for the BMF 2014??? I have attached a picture of the continued track work.
Attached also is a list of paid up registered drivers to date - all 43 of them! There are a few people still to send in their entry
fee to lock down their spots (not on the attached list), but as you can see there isn’t many grid spots left. So if any friends
are interested in running, they best get their registration form and entry fee in ASAP.
Some Housekeeping:
 55 cars is capacity grid.
 As is always the case with BMF, as a category we need to provide 3 flag marshals for the weekend, otherwise we face

a financial penalty. Please advise me if you have friends who are keen to flag and see the racing from REAL close
up!. (Last year we had only one flag marshal, and copped a fine)

 As a category we also need to provide a Commentator - so anyone with aspiring radio careers, give it a shot! no
specific skills required, other than a love for the category, and some basic knowledge of the competitors and cars.

 We don't’ have a sponsor for the category (yet!?). Any funding or support we can garner would be great - help
contribute toward trophies and costs. Potential sponsors will need to be cleared with the Promoter to ensure they
don’t clash with the existing event sponsors.

 Any excess entry fees, over and above entry costs and running costs will be split back equally between the
competitors. I wont know any final rebate amounts until we get a final competitor number. Needless to say, 55 cars
on the grid last year meant our category cost to Yeehah increased quite a bit for 2014 - but fingers crossed we can
share a small rebate amongst us all. Any entrant interested in a full breakdown of costs / numbers / fees etc, please
email me back and I will share - its all pretty straightforward.

 Race Fuels will once again be the required fuel vendor at the circuit.
 Final Supplementary Regs, plus the Promoter Entry forms and info will be available in the New Year I'm told by the

Promoter. I will forward these to everybody as soon as they are at hand.
 Marquee hire will be available, once the provider is confirmed by the Promoter, I will send out the contact details to

you all.
Thank you again to all of you for supporting the event, its always a lot of fun with a stack of Group N cars on Mount
Panorama. My volunteer "L plates" are off this year, so its been a bit easier to do all the admin knowing what to expect!
Thanks to Dave Roberts for his help on the ground in Australia also.
Have a great Christmas everyone, please let me know if there are any questions, and I will be in touch in the new year
with Supp Regs and additional info.
Troy Williams                      0415 939 833
                                           +852 9660 2448

tw@twmotorsport.com!

Update:
 Final documentation is now being distributed to

competitors
 I estimate the final number will be 50 competitors from

right across Australia
 Promoter will close entries off in March, so anyone

wanting to race, best get their skates on
 Once again we look forward to a fun weekend at Mt

Panorama and great camaraderie with our
colleagues from interstate.

There is only one Mt Panorama !
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The Historic Sports and Racing Car Association (HSRCA), in conjunction with the Australian racing Drivers’
Club (ARDC), is proud to present a brand new classic racing event for 2014 – the Sydney Retro Speedfest.

To be held at Sydney Motorsport Park on the weekend of 3-4 May 2014, the Sydney Retro Speedfest is set to
showcase the best of classic racing cars with a fun, festival atmosphere that all can enjoy.

The Sydney Retro Speedfest will provide a unique opportunity to view the precious metal that contributed to
Australia’s ‘golden era’ of motorsport. The long list of exquisite cars will include sports cars from the ’60s and
’70s including Porsches, Corvettes, Alfa Romeos, Austin Healeys and MGs, classic sports racing cars from
Matich, Elfin, McLaren and Lola, and the super-quick open-wheelers from Ferrari, Brabham, Lotus, Elfin, Ralt
and Chevron.

The Speedfest will also celebrate the ever-popular sedans, from touring cars of the ’60s and ’70s, such as
Mustangs, Camaros, Toranas and Minis, to the Heritage Touring Cars which wowed the crowds at Bathurst
from the ’70s through to the early ’90s. Fans can expect to see the legendary cars of this era including
Commodores, Falcons, Skylines, Sierras, BMWs, Corollas and more.

And not to be forgotten will be the highly competitive Formula Fords and menacing Formula Vees, always
guaranteed to provide thrilling slipstreaming and plenty of passing.

“This event will allow enthusiasts to enjoy first-hand the spectacle and excitement of the pinnacle of classic
racing, and there will be entertainment for all family members,” said Peter Schell of the HSRCA.

ARDC CEO Glenn Matthews agreed: “The ARDC celebrated 60 years in 2012. We have come from classic
grass roots racing, and what better way to celebrate it than a festival of this nature.”

The paddock area will be open and free to all ticket holders, allowing a close and personal experience of
the cars, the crews and the atmosphere that makes classic racing such a fantastic spectator sport.

In a ‘festival of speed’, the racing cars are the stars, but the Sydney Retro Speedfest will also feature a static
display of rare gems from many of the country’s finest car clubs, an opportunity to experience a race
simulator, and a chance to win a track ride in a race car.

For more information, please contact members@hsrca.org.au

ENTRY PACK
The entry pack for Sydney Retro Speedfest has been sent out to competitors, and is now available for download from
the following links:

Sydney Retro Speedfest Entry Form  [PDF]

Sydney Retro Speedfest Supplementary Regulations [PDF]

Sydney Retro Speedfest Entry letter [PDF]

Early-bird ticket pricing is now available: call the ARDC office on (02) 9672 1000 to secure your place in Motorsport
history! For more information, please visit www.sydneyretrospeedfest.com or contact members@hsrca.org.au.
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Classifieds

NSW Swap Meets 2014

18 March GP Circuit
23 April  Brabham Circuit
29 May GP Circuit
23 June Brabham Circuit
9 July Brabham Circuit
8 August GP Circuit
3 September Brabham Circuit
16 October GP Circuit
12 November Brabham Circuit
17 December GP Circuit

ARDC Private Practice Dates for 2014

Details:
Practice is from 9am – 5pm;  GP Circuit – 3.9km
Brabham Circuit – 4.5km
Requirements:
CARS - minimum PC Cams licence or higher
competition licence unless stated otherwise.
Price (including GST):
ARDC Members $105.00;   Non Members $135.00
Garage - north or full circuit only (optional) $25.00
Carport - north or full circuit only (optional) $10.00

Sunday 9 March Lockhart Swap Meet
Sunday 30 Morgan Country Car Club Swap Meet,  Jindera
Sunday 6 April Goulburn Mulwaree Swap Meet
Sunday 6 April Junee Swap Meet
Sunday 15 June Gosford Swap Meet  (TBC)
September Penrith District Swap Meet (formerly Londonderry)
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Market Place
RACE & ROAD CLASSICS & STORAGE.

 Long term secure and alarmed storage for
your classic car, race car, boat or caravan.

 Reasonable rates from $165 per month.
I have race car trailer for hire @ $100 a day OR
$150 a weekend.   Set up with tyre rack and
winch / suits low cars.
I also have car body rotisserie twirler for hire @
$100 a week OR $165 a fortnight.
Suit most cars.
Ian Johnson -   mobile : 0414 526 219
e-mail : r_rclassicsandstorage@hotmail.com

Gold Trak Diff Centres - New in boxes DPI
Platinum Trak 31 spline centres for 9” Ford
$690 each –
Also 4 x race ready Ford 9” diff housings
compete with Gold Trak centres various
ratios $1200 each.
Please call Ross Donnelley 0409 666 302

For Sale Ford Capri V6 Nc.
Original GT car.    Fresh V6 engine
 Steel rods
 D-Port heads
 Triple downdraft webers
 Late model gear box
 C o i l  o v e r  f r o n t

suspension
 Koni shock absorbers
 Volvo front brake

callipers
 Historic Log Book
Spare parts e.g (engine block, panels)
Ryan Strode,    0419 434182,
Email: rgstrode2@bigpond.com
$30,000.00 ONO

GROUP N MUSTANG/FALCON BRAKE KIT

KIT INCLUDES
 ALLOY HATS
 STUB AXLES
 HUBS
 30MM 48 DIRECTIONAL VANE ROTORS
 BILLET CALIPER MOUNTING BRACKETS
 TWO RECONDITIONED LINCOLN CALIPERS
 WHEEL BEARINGS
 3” WHEEL STUDS
 20MM RACE BRAKE PADS

READY TO BOLT ON BALL JOINT TO BALL JOINT

PHONE: TILLEYS AUTOMOTIVE   02 9938 6293

HANS TYPE DEVICE FOR SALE
Leatt Brace Moto R in great
condition as tested upside down
by myself!
No faults or parts missing, I have
changed to a newer style and
this is surplus.
Cost over a grand new but goes
to a new home for $100
All adjustment plates included.
David Roberts
0412 245 975
david@image-fx.com.au
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